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ST8MENT.
ST8MENT is a trendy, sustainable, fast fashion American
brand. The price point of the brand is fairly reasonable
ranging from $20-$200, making the brand affordable to
most. ST8MENT is known for it's statement pieces,
providing the middle-class market with fashionable oneof-a-kind garments. With a very broad target market,
ST8MENT has the ability to build a strong and
unparalleled presence in the market. Our goal is to make
the women of ST8MENT feel trendy, fashionable,
beautiful, innovative, and unique.

MARKETING PLAN

..

ST8MENT.
Product Category: Women's Apparel & Jewelry
ST8MENT's product category is womenswear clothing and jewelry.
ST8MENT is a brand that carries women's jewelry of all kinds, apparel
including denim, tops, outerwear, co-ord sets and more; and all sorts of
accessories from handbags to scarves. Each piece sold from the brand is
to be considered a "statement" piece as each piece makes a statement
and is known to be eye-catching. ST8MENT has a very contemporary feel
with a touch of bohemian chic. It is a fast fashion brand that makes
elevated trendy styles available to everyone at an affordable price. The
update cycle for our products is bi-weekly as our goal is to ensure that we
continuously provide our consumers with fresh styles. All of our products
are designed in the United States and sustainably produced in the United
States.

BUSINESS TYPE + BRAND DESCRIPTION

Brand Concept
ST8MENT

ST8MENT began with its founders dream of making dresses
for distribution. Believing that everyone should have access
to luxury trends, ST8MENT was founded with one intention in

mind: to bring fashion girls the high-end products that they
want, at an extremely low price. Remaining faithful to our

four core values fashion, transparency, operational, and
sustainability, ST8MENT's goal is to deliver attractive and
responsible fashion to our storefronts and even directly to
our consumer's doorsteps.
We strive to nurture the cherished relationships that we
have with our consumers by consistently providing them
with 'instant fashion'. We're dedicated to quickly responding
to the latest trends as we produce new and innovative
pieces for Women worldwide.

BRAND ELEMENTS
..

ST8MENT.
BRAND LOGO
ST8MENT's logo is comprised of the brand's name written in all caps. The name is
written with the font Roboto Bold. The logo has very simple spacing. The logo color
varies between black and mustard yellow as it is sometimes written on different
colored background for packaging. Overall the logo is very minimal, simplistic, and
straight forward.

BRAND COLORS
'Mustard' Yellow, Black, and White.
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ST8MENT.

Brand Concept Board

MACRO + MICRO
ENVIORNMENT

MARKETING PLAN

Macroenviornment Research
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DEMOGRAPHIC FORCES

ECONOMIC FORCES

ST8MENT's target consumers include Gen Z
and Gen Y women living in populated urban
and suburban areas all over the world. These
women are college educated or at least have a
high school diploma. They are also typically
single and rarely married.

ST8MENT's
target
market
consumers
includes middle-class individuals of the
working class. Their annual income ranges
from $50k-$140k annually. Economically, they
are able to afford shopping for clothing
frequently as long as the price point is decent.

TECHNOLOGICAL FORCES

SOCIO-CULTURAL FORCES

With the rise of technology in today's society,
ST8MENT's consumers are inspired by the use
of technology + social networking. Influenced
by the advancement of technology, ST8MENT
will provide virtual shopping, fitting rooms, and
social media interactions for consumers.

ST8MENT's consumers are known to be the
trendsetters. They are typically only influenced
by the runway and whats trendy and fashion,
not by what everyone around them is doing
and wearing. They are very innovative and
creative in their personal style.

Macroenviornment Research
ECOLOGICAL FORCES
With sustainability being one of our core
values, ST8MENT is mindful of the protection
of the ecological environment as we minimize
the use of excess fabrics, dyes, and supplies.
We also make use of the more natural
materials and resources.

POLITICAL FORCES
Politics is at the center of ST8MENT's legal
force. ST8MENT is dedicated to servicing its
consumers worldwide and ensuring that all
import and exportation regulations are
respected. All duties and tariffs are handled
accordingly as well.
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ST8MENT
is
a
sustainable fast-fashion
brand that does all of
its production in-house.
We will strategically
house all the production
in close proximity to the
company's
headquarters so the we
can be responsive to
market needs.
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Microenviornment Research
Marketing Plan

Direct Competitor
H&M

Hennes & Mauritz, better known as 'H&M' is a Swedish
brand that was founded in 1947. As on the largest
retailers in the world, the brand has over 4,000 stores
worldwide, and is planning to reach over 8,000 in the
future. The company is known for selling reasonably
priced on-trend clothing, shoes, and accessories for
men, women, and children. H&M is one of ST8MENT's
biggest direct competitors as their product
categories are similar and they cater to the same
target markets.

The 4 "P"s.

PRICE

H&M's strategy is to keep their price points fairly low as
majority of their apparel ranges from about $9 to $71.
accessories from $5 to $60, and shoes $16 to $100.

PRODUCT

H&M carries a multitudinous of products for men,
women, and children including dresses, pants, trousers,
denim, t-shirts, blouses, suits, overcoats, jackets, boots,
flat, belts, earrings, etc.

PLACE

H&M currently has 4,471 storefronts within 74 different
countries. They are also available to 54 markets via
online.

PROMOTION
H&M

promotes

using

marketing

campaigns,

social

media

marketing, billboards, collaborations, and sales. They use mainly
Instagram and Facebook for digital marketing. Some of their
collaborations include Jimmy Choo, Commes Des Gascon,
Moschino, and Kenzo.

BRAND CONCEPT
H&M has become one of the world’s "go-to" stores as they
provide affordable, trendy, and sustainable clothing. Their
concept is simple and straightforward, “fashion and quality at
the best price”. H&M produces clothing for men and women
and children that is informed by the latest trends in fashion
and style.

BRAND PERSONALITY
European, Chic, Trendy, Business Oriented, Fashion-Forward,
Young, Fast Fashion, Affordable, Etc.

COMPETITIVE
ADVANTAGE
H&M's use of technology and
their supply chain is their
competitive advantage. As on
the largest retailers in the
world, the brand has over
4,000 stores worldwide, and
is planning to reach over
8,000 in the future. The
company is known for selling
reasonably priced on-trend
clothing, shoes, and
accessories for men, women,
and children. They have been
able to achieve this with their
sufficient supply chain and
use of technology.

STRENGTHS

High brand value
Strong Supply Chain
Trendy Products
Affordable Price Point
Fast Production

OPPORTUNITIES

SWOT
ANALYSIS
H&M

Market Expansion
More Digital Advertisment
Promotions
More Original
Product Designs

WEAKNESSES

Lack of Originality
in Products
Low Quality Product
Little Advertising

THREATS

A lot of Competition
Lack of Reach

Indirect Competitor

BOTTEGA VENETA

Bottega Veneta is a high-end luxury brand that is
based in Italy. Founded in 1966, the Italian brand
produces
menswear,
womenswear,
luggage,
handbags, shoes, and accessories. With an exclusive
348 locations within 47 countries, the brand is
available worldwide via online. Bottega Veneta is one
of ST8MENT's most popular indirect competitors
because although their price points and quality of
product differ, the two brands share the same target
market.

The 4 "P"s.

PRICE

Bottega's luxury price point is pretty high. Their apparel
ranges from $300 to $52,000, accessories $170 to
$6,800, shoes $650 to $2,000, and bags $840, $9,000.

PRODUCT

They carry a variety of carefully made luxury products
for men and women including apparel, accessories,
shoes, handbags, and luggage.

PLACE

Bottega has about 348 storefronts within 47 countries.
They are also availbile worldwide via e-commerce.

PROMOTION

The brand is known for minimal promotion as it helps to
increase the inclusivity of their brand. They do however
produce marketing campaigns and use social media to
market. Their main channel of marketing is Instagram.

STRENGTHS

High brand value
Strong Supply Chain
Trendy Products
High Quality
Originality

OPPORTUNITIES
Market Expansion
More Promotions

SWOT
ANALYSIS

BOTEGGA VENETA

WEAKNESSES

High Price Point
Little Advertising
Small Target Market

THREATS

A lot of Competition
Lack of Reach

TARGET
CUSTOMER
RESEARCH

MARKETING PLAN

TARGET
CUSTOMER
MARKET RESEARCH
People between the ages of 18 and 34
All races and ethnicities
Classified as middle-class
Salary of about $50k - $140k
Gender is women
Lives in an urban or suburban area
Business oriented, fashion-forward, and trendy
Avid users of social networking sites like Facebook,
Instagram, Twitter, and LinkedIn.

DEMOGRAPHICS

PRIMARY
MARKET

Gender: Women
Age: 25-35 (Gen Y)
Income: $60K-$140K/Year
Profession: Entrepreneur, Editor, Artist, Marketing,
Fashion, Creative, Finance
Education:College Educated

GEOGRPAHIC

Lives in Urban and Suburban areas with all four
seasons.

PSHYCHOGRPAHICS

Personality: She is an outgoing person that can be
both extroverted and introverted. She is confident
and takes a lot of pride in how she presents her self.
She is sophisticated with a very feminine aura. She is
also very business oriented.
Lifestyle: She enjoys going out, attending happy
hours after work, hanging out with friends on
weekends, and occasional date nights.
Media: Instagram, Twitter, Facebook, LinkedIn, and
Pinterest
Needs:Fun, Fashion, and Adventure
Values: Equal rights, woman's rights, fun, technology,
finances, and art

BEHAVIORS

Early adopters.She shops often but only with brands
that she believes to be trendy or stylish. She shops
both online and in stores. She shops for special
occasions but also shops "just because" and to keep
her wardrobe up to date.

PRIMARY CUSTOMER PROFILE
SARAH
Age: 31
Height: 5' 7"
Body Type: Slim
Education: Bachelor's Degree in International Fashion Marketing
Personal Income: $75K
Profession: Marketing Manager for E-Commerce Fashion Startup
Sara is a Marketing Manager that lives in NYC. She is originally from Virginia but
relocated to New York for college, where she attended Parsons School of Design.
She really enjoys fashion and outside of that she enjoys reading, doing, yoga,
exploring new restaurants around the city, and happy hour.
She is currently dating a 33 year old guy names Nate who works in finance as an
accountant. She has been dating him for about 6 months.
Sarah is outgoing, sophisticated, and extremely business oriented.
Her style incorporates a lot of tailored pieces,
heels, and accessories.

cross body bags, slacks, flats,

She enjoys traveling the world, exploring new things, and sharing those photos of
her "looks" on social media.

DEMOGRAPHICS

SECONDARY
MARKET

Gender: Women
Age:18-24 (Millennials)
Income: $40K-$65K/Year
Profession: Entrepreneur, Student, Artist, Intern,
Assistant, Marketing, Fashion, Creative, Influencer,
Youtuber
Education: High School Graduate and/or Some
College

GEOGRPAHIC

Lives in Urban and Suburban areas with all four
seasons.

PSHYCHOGRPAHICS

Personality: She is an outgoing person that can be
both extroverted and introverted. She is confident
and takes a lot of pride in how she presents her self.
She is intelligent with a very feminine aura. She is
also very goal oriented and ambitious.
Lifestyle: She enjoys going out, hanging out with
friends on weekends, dating, working on her personal
goals, and social networking
Media: Instagram, Twitter, Facebook, LinkedIn,
YouTube, and Pinterest
Needs:Fun, Fashion, and Adventure
Values: Equality, Women's Rights, Technology,
Education, and Art

BEHAVIORS

Early majority. She shops often but only with brands
that she believes to be trendy or stylish. She mainly
shops online. Most of her shopping is "just because"
shopping as she likes for her wardrobe to stay up to
date.

SECONDARY CUSTOMER PROFILE
JULES
Age: 21
Height: 5' 5"
Body Type: Slim
Education: College Senior
Personal Income: $55K
Profession: Intern at British Vogue and Influencer
Sara is a student that attends the London College of Fashion in London where
she is studying fashion journalism. She is originally from Bristol but relocated to
London for college after high school.
She really enjoys fashion, cycling, painting,
content for her Instagram page.

running her fashion and creating

She is currently single but enjoys going on dates when she has the time.
Sarah is outgoing but can sometimes be really introverted offline. She is
extremely goal oriented, ambitious, and intelligent.
Her style incorporates a lot of blazers, mom jeans, boots, casual t-shirts,
accessories, and statement pieces.
She enjoys taking pictures, exploring vegan recipes, museums, and working out.

DEMOGRAPHICS

TERTIARY
MARKET

Gender: Women
Age:18-35 (Millennials & Gen Y)
Income: $20K-$45K/Year
Profession: Student, Intern, Assistant, Retail, Fashion,
Creative, Hospitality
Education: High School Graduate

GEOGRPAHIC

Lives in Urban and Suburban areas with all four
seasons.

PSHYCHOGRPAHICS

Personality: She is an individual that is mostly
introverted. She isn't into fashion that much but
enjoys getting dressed up every now and then. She
doesn't always dress very feminine or "girly" but can
pull it off very well.
Lifestyle: She enjoys staying home as she is a
homebody, occasionally hanging out with friends on
weekends, and spending time with her family
Media: Instagram, Twitter, and Facebook,
Needs:Comfort, security, and family time
Values: Equality, Women's Rights, and solitude

BEHAVIORS

Late majority. She doesn't shop often but when she
does she likes for the garments to be of quality. She
is very loyal to the brands that she enjoys shopping
with. She doesn't like to splurge on. clothing so she
mostly shops with fast fashion brands.

TERTIARY CUSTOMER PROFILE
LIZ
Age: 25
Height: 5' 6"
Body Type: Slim
Education: : High School Graduate
Personal Income: $40K
Profession: Manager at Nordstroms
Liz is a high school graduate that works retail as a manager at Nordstroms. She
is originally from Colorado but relocated to the outskirts of Los Angeles after high
school.
She really enjoys baking, napping, binge watching television, and spending time
at home.
She has a boyfriend whom she spends majority of her time with, but only
because they live together.
Liz is introverted and prefers to spend most of her time alone. She is very chill
and just flows through life.
Her style consists of very casual clothing with a few statement pieces fro work
and special occasions.

MARKETING
MIX

MARKETING PLAN
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DISTRIBUTION
STRATEGY
MULTI-CHANNEL RETAILING
ST8MENT will be a Muti-channel retailer. The
brand will use multi-channel retailing in order to
reach consumers through a multitude of
channels. Some of these channels include a
brick-and-mortar store, e-commerce shop, mcommerce mobile app, pop-up shops, and social
media. ST8MENT will also make use of an
integrated supply chain, producing everything inhouse, and direct distribution, selling directly to
the consumer. The only intermediary will be a
shipping company (i.e. Fedex, DHL, UPS, etc.).

Marketing Plan
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FLAGSHIP
LOCATION:
NEW YORK CITY
ST8MENT's first location will
be in New York City in the
SOHO shopping district. The
area is full of
an array of
high
fashion
boutiques,
shops,
and
trendy
restaurants. Within the area
is
a
branch
of
the
Guggenheim
Museum,
a
Bloomingdales, and a Chanel
boutique and several fast
fashion
brands
including
Hollister, H&M, and Zara.
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SOHO, NYC
RESEARCH
ANALYSIS
SOHO is made up of over 50%
Female, 70% of the population is
college-educated, 44% of the
population is between the ages of
18-35, and majority of the
population is making over $40k a
year. The area's demographics and
lifestyle
is
alignment
with
ST8MENT's
target
consumer
market, making it the perfect
location for a brick-and-mortar
location

ST8MENT.

Store Inspo Board

MARKETING OBJECTIVES

O B JECT IV E #1
Inform 500,00 new women between
the ages of 23-35 of the brand via
marketing in the month of December
in 2021.

O B JE CT IV E #3
Increase product awareness by 10%
during the fourth quarter of 2021.

O B JECT IV E #2
Increase e-commerce site traffic by
25% during the fourth quarter of 2021.

ST8MENT

Promotion
Strategy
Overview
St8ment's promotion strategy is the
pull strategy as we will focus the
promotion mix on the end consumer by
creating the brand demand that
motivates consumers to shop with us.
We plan to make use of advertising,
sales promotion, public relations,
personal selling, and direct marketing
in order to reach our consumer from
multiple angles.

Marketing Plan

PROMOTION
OBJECTIVES
INCREASE DEMAND
ST8MENT's goal is to increase the demand for our products in order to
increase our sales.

BUILD BRAND AWARENESS
We also would like to build the awareness of the brand by continuing to
inform new women and potential consumers of our brand.

PRODUCING PRODUCT INFORMATION
Because the fashion industry is a very saturated industry, ST8MENT believes
that it is important to produce the information of our products in order to
infrom the consumer of their features and benefits; and to differentiate our
products from those of competitors.

BRANDING
ST8MENT would like to brand itself in order to create brand recognition and
awareness among our consumers; and to make a household name for the
brand.

PRIMARY
Women
Age: 25-35
Active users of social media and networking
Brand loyalty
Loves to shop often and for all occasions
Both online and in person

SECONDARY
Women
Age: 18-24
Active users of social media and networking
Brand loyalty
Loves to shop often
Appreciates sales and discounts
Shops mostly online and sometimes in person

TARGET
AUDIENCE
PROMOTIONS TARGET.

TERTIARY
Women
Age: 18-35
Not that active on social media
Brand loyalty
Doesn't shop that often but appreciates a great sale
Shops online but prefers in person shopping

Marketing Plan

MARKETING
CHANNELS
Print Media
Broadcast & Streaming Media
Direct Mail
Out-Of-Home Media
PR and Influencers
Social Media Marketing
Social Media Advertisement
Display Advertisement
Email Marketing
Offline Visual Merchandising
Online Visual Merchandising
Personal Selling
Online Viral Content
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ADVERTISING
WHY ADVERTISING IS RELEVANT?
Advertising is relevant for my brand because
it's a great way to spread awareness about the
brand. It is also a great way to inform
consumers of the brand's products, what we
have to offer, and how we differ from other
brands. Overall, advertising is the perfect
medium for the brand to use in order to
communicate to the consumers.

Marketing Plan

Advertising Campaign.

"YOUR FASHION IS THE FUTURE

The Your Fashion is the Future Campaign will be launched at the beginning of the
Holiday Season. The collection will consist of mostly black, white, and metallic
pieces. This collection will convey a very simple and straightforward message
about not only the trajectory of the brand but the trajectory of the fashion industry
as a whole in regard to consumers. The collection's mission is to focus less on
what's trendy and more so on what the consumer's depicts to be "fashionable". The
overall look and attitude of the campaign is futuristic.
Advertising Media: Print Ads, Broadcast and Streaming Media, Direct Mail, Out of
Home Media, PR and Influencers, Social Media, Display Advertisement, Email
Marketing, and Personal Selling.
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SALES PROMOTION

WHY SALES PROMOTIONS ARE
RELEVANT?
Sales Promotions are a great way to
encourage consumers to stimulate sales and
purchases. They are also a great tool to use in
order to increase the brand's traffic both online
and in-store. Lastly, sales promotions are also
a great way to encourage consumers to return
and make another purchase.

Marketing Plan

Sales Promotion.

"YOUR FASHION IS THE FUTURE"

A Sales Promotion that we will use in conjuction with our marketing campaign is a
Holiday Gift Reward. This promotion allows for each consumer to receive a $50 gift
card for every $300 they spend with ST8MENT. The consumer will automatically
receive the gift card at the time of purchase via email or in-person and will have
the opportunity to use it for their next purchase. The objective of this promotion is to
encourage consumers to visit the website and to motivate them to spend more in
order to receive a gift card. This will also encourage consumers to return to the
store and make another purchase.
Potential Sale Promotions: Coupons, Free Shipping, Sweepstakes, Contests, and
Premiums.
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PUBLIC RELATIONS

WHY PUBLIC RELATIONS ARE
RELEVANT?
ST8MENT will use Public Relations to generate
goodwill. It will also use Public Relations to
build a positive image around the brand and
the products that we carry.

Marketing Plan

Public Relations.

"YOUR FASHION IS THE FUTURE"

Media relations: develop a professional relationship with reporters and editors

to obtain ongoing coverage of company news, events, and other information.
We will invite these professional individuals to all of our events and send them
products to review. his will help the brand to potentially gain editorial coverage
in publications, with the news media networks, and on social media.
The Internet: We will also select influencers to endorse the collection through
social media and blogs. We plan to do this through both editorial posts and
sponsored endorsements. We will send sample products to influencers for
sponsored endorsements, requiring them to advertise and post about the
product. We will also send sample products to some influencers for potential
editorial coverage.
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PERSONAL SELLING

WHY PERSONAL SELLING IS
RELEVANT?
Personal selling is vital part of ST8MENT's
marketing mix. At the forefront of ST8MENT's
values is the customer. Personal selling will be
the number one gateway in building a great
relationship with the consumer. It will also
play a vital role in the company's image.

Marketing Plan

Personal Selling

"YOUR FASHION IS THE FUTURE"

For our offline, in-store personal selling, our sales associates will be well trained
wardrobe stylists. To ensure the consumer is receiving the best advice when shopping,

the stylists will have a sense of style and be equipped with knowledge on the campaign
and styling for every occasion. There will also be touch screen televisions strategically
placed around each store location that displays the campaign video, however it will
also allow consumers to simply tap a button when they need assistance.
For our online channel, consumers will have access to a live-chat 24/7 that will direct
them to sales representatives. The sales rep will also have the same qualities as the
offline stylists and be just as educated on the latest updates. Consumers will also have
the opportunity to leave a personal message for sales associates in regard to a specific
question and will receive a response within 24 hours.
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DIRECT MARKETING
WHY DIRECT MAILING IS RELEVANT?
Direct marketing is a very important tool for ST8MENT. We
plan to use direct marketing to reach our consumers in a
more personal manner and it will also allow for us to reach a
wider range of consumers. Some direct marketing promotion
channels that we plan to use include:
Catalog Marketing: Displaying the latest collections, both
digitally and print.
Email Marketing: Informing consumers of sales,
promotions, campaigns, etc.
Direct Mail: Sending coupons, sales, updates, etc.

Marketing Plan

DIRECT MARKETING: Direct Mail

"YOUR FASHION IS THE FUTURE"

We will use direct mailing to send marketing messages

directly to the consumer's front door. Direct mailing will allow
us to reach preexisting consumers and also help to meet our
objective by reaching consumers who may have never heard

of the brand. We will mail lookbooks, that have an editorial
magazine feel to them, to consumers that live in the

geographic area of our target consumer. The editorial feel will
separate the lookbook from the consumers typical mail.

Email
Marketing
ST8MENT

We will use Email Marketing to inform
ST8MENT's subscribers of all of our news,
new campaigns, sales, promotions, etc.
We will place a subscription box in the
footer of the website, giving consumers
easy access to signing up. We plan to
build the mailing list from this subscription
box, as well as through previous
customers who have made an order and
created an account with their site. We
plan to only send emails 2-3 times a week
to avoid spamming their subscribers while
also keeping in touch with them.

DIGITAL MARKETING
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WHY DIGITAL MAILING IS RELEVANT?
ST8MENT will use digital marketing to reach a large range
of consumers online. We plan to use digital marketing to
reach our consumers by reinforcing our message and
placing our brand in our consumer's digital view. We will
also use these channels to provide customer service and
assistance to our consumers. Some digital marketing
promotion channels that we plan to use include:
Social Media Marketing: We plan to use the top global
social media platforms Instagram, Facebook, and
Twitter as marketing channels to promote our
campaigns.
Display Advertisement: Informing consumers of sales,
promotions, campaigns, etc.

Marketing Plan

SOCIAL MEDIA MARKETING (SMM) &
SOCIAL MEDIA ADVERTISING (SMA)
SOCIAL MEDIA MARKETING
We plan to use the top global social
media platforms

Instagram,

Facebook, and Twitter as marketing
channels to promote ST8MENT's

"Your

Fashion is the Future" Campaign.
#

We

plan

to

mostly

use

Instagram

to

market

to

ST8MENT's

consumers as it is the platform that is most used by our target
market.

We

campaign's

will

create

message

a

great

and

what

visual

representation

ST8MENT

of

represents

the

as

a

brand. We plan to post regularly and engage their consumers
with the marketing message. We will also incorporate several
creative hashtags into

FashionIsTheFuture

their posts, making them easier to find.

SOCIAL MEDIA ADVERTISING
We

would

advertising

also
via

plan

to

Facebook

frequently
and

use

Instagram.

social
We

media

plan

to

sponser ads on the Instagram Stories, Instagram posts, and
Facebook posts. The objective is to attract as many new
consumers as possible so we plan to use paid ads regularly.

Display
Advertisement
ST8MENT

We plan to put display ads for ST8MENT on the
websites of major fashion publications. Some of
these publications include Vogue, Refinery29,
WWD, and InStyle. Each ad will include a CTA
button to draw consumers in.

KEY
PERFORMANCE
INDICATORS

MARKETING PLAN

KPI'S
O B J ECTIVE: INC REASE E-CO M M E R C E S I T E
T R A FFIC BY 25% D U R I N G T H E F O U R T H
Q U A RTER OF 202 1 .
K P I : C L I C K THROUG H R A T E ( C T R )
The click through rate, also known as the CTR, is the
measurement of the amount of site visitors that take action by
clicking on an image, link, or button during a specified amount
of time. Keeping track of the CTR is extremely vital in
measuring the performance of ST8MENT because it'll be the
first indication of whether or not the consumer is liking the
merchandising story, site setup, products, etc. If the site is
getting a lot of traffic and not much CTR, I will know that there
needs to be some adjustments to the site and the
merchandising. I plan to use this metric to gauge the likability
of ST8MENT's aesthetic, merchandising story, homepage, and
site setup.
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O b j e ctive: In f o rm 500,00 ne w w o m e n b e tw e e n t h e
a g e s of 23-35 of t h e b r a n d v i a m a r k e t i n g i n t h e
m o n th of Augus t i n 2 0 2 1 .
KPI: impressions; Impressions are known to be the measurement of a consumers
attention. It can be defined as the amount of times an ad has been viewed by
consumers. Because my onjective is to inform more women of the brand, I can use
the measurement of impressions to ensure that I am reaching as many women I
need to. Ads that are receiving a low number of views will be adjusted so that they
are seen by more consumers and we are able to meet the objective.

O b j e ctive: Inc r ease produc t a w a r e n e s s by 1 0 % d u r i n g
th e fourth quart e r o f 2 0 2 1 .
KPI: Traffic; Traffic is the measurement of consumer desire. It is the measurement
of how many consumers visit the e-commerce store. This KPI will help to gauge
whether or not the promotional mix is working to drive in consumers; and increase
visibility and engagement with the products. Seeing an increase in traffic is a great
indication that the promotional mix is working and seeing stagnancy or a decrease
is sign that there needs to be some adjustments
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MORE KPI' S THAT ST8MENT WILL USE.
AVERAGE ORDER VALUE (AOV)
The Average Order Value, or AOV, is the overall average dollar amount that a
customer spends on an e-commerce site during a specified period of time. It is also
oftentimes characterized as the 'Average Order Sum' as well. The AOV can be
calculated or determined by dividing an e-commerce site's gross sales by their
number of orders. Tracking the AOV is extremely important because it is important
for a site to be aware of how much each consumer is spending per order. I plan to
use the AOV to gauge when it is necessary to make certain promotions and
improve the marketing. I think that keeping track of the AOV and adjusting when
needed will improve the sales and generate traffic.

NET SALES
Net sales can be defined as the total amount of revenue a company reports after
factoring in all of their sales adjustments (discounts, returns, damages, fraud, and
returns). This is one of the most important metrics to track because a company
needs to be aware of how much revenue they are making in order to measure the
performance and progression of the brand. I plan to use net sales to gauge the
exact amount of revenue that ST8MENT is making. I also plan to use it to indicate
the major undrerlying issues within the brand's sales adjustments and identify what
can be done to mitigate them.
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Promotional Budget
KPI's
OBJECTIVE: INCREASE DEMAND

Reports showing an increase of in-store
visitors according to day, week, and month
OBJECTIVE: BUILD BRAND AWARENESS

An increase of social media engagement by
at least 20%
OBJECTIVE: PRODUCING PRODUCT
INFORMATION

Surveys showing a 25% improvement in the
customer satisfaction rate
OBJECTIVE: BRANDING

Customer surveys that reveal an increase in
brand awareness before and after
purchasing a product

Marketing Calendar

RESOURCES
https://www.10best.com/destinations/new-york/new-york/soho/shopping/soho-south-of-houston/
https://www.niche.com/places-to-live/n/soho-new-york-city-ny/residents/
https://www.zara.com/es/es/error/invalid-session
H&M offers fashion and quality at the best price. (n.d.). Retrieved May 09, 2021, from http://www.hm.com/
The Business of Fashion, www.businessoffashion.com/organisations/
https://businessteacher.org/reports/marketing-report

Marketing Plan

https://www.advergize.com/marketing/marketing-mix--the-4ps-strategy/

